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Abstract

Blunt indentation experiments were carried out on unoxidisied and thermally oxidised IM1-24
graphite as a model to simulate local point stresses acting on graphite moderator bricks. Blunt
indentation of unoxidised graphite initiates cracks close to the region of maximum tensile stress at
the edge of the indentation. Cracks propagate and converge to form a cone of material. Failure is
catastrophic, typically forming three pieces of graphite and ejecting the cone referred to above. The
failure mode under indentation loading for highly oxidised graphite (weight loss > 40%) is different
from that for the unoxidised graphite. There is no longer a distinct crack path, the indentation is
much deeper than in the case of the unoxidised graphite, and there is a region of crushed debris
beneath the indentation, producing a crater-like structure. The reduction in the compessive fracture
stress, Get, under indentation loading with increasing fractional weight loss on oxidation, x, can be
fitted to Ocf/Oo = exp-[5.2x] where a0 is the compressive fracture stress of the unoxidised graphite.
This indicates that the effect of thermal oxidation on indentation fracture stress is more severe than
the effects of radioytic oxidation on conventional strengths of nuclear graphites.

1. Introduction

The core of a British AGR is constructed of graphite bricks, Figure 1.1, which act as both moderator
and structural components, whose integrity must be assured thoughout the life of the reactor.
However, with time, degradation of mechanical properties of the bricks occurs because of weight
loss and development of porosity caused by radiolytic oxidation. There has been extensive work
carried out on the effects of radiolytic oxidation on the mechanical properties of the core graphite,
measured in conventional tests, e.g., in flexural and compressive modes [1,2]. However, relatively
littie work has been carried out to assess the effects of radiolytic oxidation upon various types of
local stress states that are encountered by the moderator graphite in service. Three types of local
stresses may be envisaged: "rocking", "dishing" and "abrasion/impact". These stress states are
considered in more detail below.

"Rocking " The fuel channel bricks are stacked to provide channels for fuel and control rods. The
bottom layer of bricks is located on a steel plate (Diagrid) and the side columns are held in place by
steel side restraints, Figure 1.2. As the thermal expansion of steel is considerably larger than that of
graphite, in service, differential thermal expansion causes the bricks to rock slightly producing a "zig
zag" pattern, Figure 1.2. Point contacts at brick corners and relative movement of the bricks as a
result of "rocking" may lead to damage of the graphite, particularly if it is highly oxidised.

"Dishing" Radiation induced end shrinkage within core bricks results in "dishing", i.e., the
development of concavities in the top and bottom surfaces of the bricks. The development of
"dishing" has the effect of increasing stresses at brick corners, as they carry an increasing proportion
of the load transferred through the brick. "Dishing" increases the risk of damage to bricks during
"rocking", particularly where relative movement occurs due to power transients in the reactor.
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Figure 1.1 : Fuel channel brick

Diagrid

Figure 1.2 : Schematic of a reactor core
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Abrasion/Impact Another potential source of damage to the core bricks occurs during refuelling
of the reactor. Material may be removed from the moderator bricks by abrasion from the fuel rod
guiding brush or microfracture may occur due to point contacts. Impacts may also occur from the
insertion of control rods, possibly removing small quantities of graphite. The impact properties of
nuclear graphites were studied by Birch and Brocklehurst [3] and fatigue properties by Shaw and
Bacon [4].

Processes such as those described above raise questions about the friability of core graphite bricks
that have been radiolytically oxidised. A friable material is one that will crumble easily, so that, if a
graphite is highly friable, it will be partly reduced to powder under stress. The effects of the local
stress states, described above, may be exacerbated by increased friability and this process may
ultimately reduce the integrity of the core. The graphite particles removed from the core bricks, as a
result of friability, will be transferred to and increase the activity of the coolant which is also
undesirable.

This paper presents initial results of a study of the friability of nuclear graphite. The experiments
reported here are confined to an exploration of the effects of thermal oxidation of a nuclear graphite
upon its response to blunt indentation. Blunt indentation has been chosen as a simple model of point
loading of the graphite.

2. Experimental

2.1. Material
The samples used for the blunt indentation experiments were trepanned sections of IMl-24 graphite
produced by Anglo Great Lakes Ltd (AGL), that could be traced to a particular production run.
IMl-24 is a medium texture, moulded graphite with a Gilsocarbon filler. The spherical nature of the
filler particles confers near-isotropic properties on IMl-24 graphite. The disc-shaped test pieces
were 19mm in diameter by 10mm thick.

2.2. Thermal oxidation of the graphites
Oxidation of the graphite specimens was carried out in a horizontal tube furnace at 900°C in pure,
flowing carbon dioxide (flow rate =100 ml/min). For the graphite specimens selected for study it
was shown that there was minimal exernal burn-off and, on sectioning, a uniform oxidised pore
structure was observed by optical microscopy.

2.3. Blunt indentation test rig
Figure 2.1 shows the test rig used for the blunt indentation of graphite. The rig was attached to an
Instron testing machine in order to apply the load; the indentation depth was then recorded via an
LVDT to give an accurate measure of the small displacements involved. A tungsten carbide sphere
was chosen as the indentor to ensure all the deformation occurred within the graphite.

2.4. Microstructural Characterisation.
The microstructure was characterised using optical microscopy both before and after oxidation and
indentation. In order to examine the damage zone produced beneath the indentor the graphite was
mounted in an epoxy resin polished then indented. The resin prevented catastrophic failure allowing
the sample to be sectioned, and the damage zone viewed.
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Tungsten Carbide
Sphere
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Figure 2.1 : Blunt indentation test rig.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Criteria for the selection of sample and indentor size
There are a number of conflicting requirements that must be met when selecting sample size and
indentor size for blunt indentation experiments.

• The graphite sample size should be large enough to avoid perturbation of the indentor stress field
by edge effects or back plate effects.

• The diameter of the spherical indentor must be large enough to sample the microstructure of the
graphite adequately.

One constraint is the size of samples trepanned from reactor cores (19mm diameter) that will be
available for later studies of the effect of radiolytic oxidation on blunt indentation; similar size
samples were therefore used for the study of thermal oxidation reported here. Figure 3.1 shows a
micrograph of unoxidised IMl-24 graphite with the projected area of contact (3.6mm diameter) for
an indentation depth of 0.6mm, which is approximately half die indentation at fracture. This shows
that a significant number of microstructural features (Gilsocarbon filler particles, pores and binder
phase) are sampled during indentation witfi the 6mm diameter tungsten sphere.

The geometry for the indentation test was analysed using classical Hertzian contact mechanics [5].
Equation 3.1. gives the relationship between the z-axis stress, cr and the radius, a, of the projected
area of contact:

0
1 +

V a J

[3.1]

where Go is the maximum stress and z is the distance from the surface. The z-axis stress was
calculated from Equation 3.1 using the average maximum stress, Oo, and the corresponding projected
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Figure 3.1 : Micrograph showing the projected area of contact (diameter 3.6mm) for an indentation
depth of 0.6mm on unoxidised IMl-24 graphite.

contact area obtained from indentation experiments on unoxidised IMl-24 graphite (a=2.45mm at an
indentation depth of 1.2mm). Figure 3.2a shows that the z-axis stress is reduced to <0.05o0 at
~9.7mm below the surface. Experimental measurements of the indentation load at failure as a
function of sample thickness for unoxidised IMl-24 graphite, Figure 3.3, show that indentation load
at failure becomes independent of sample thickness for samples thicker than -7.5mm. Taken
together, these results suggest that a sample thickness of 10mm should be sufficient to avoid
significant back plate effects.

From Hertzian contact mechanics, the variation of radial stress ar, with distance, r, along the surface
of the specimen is given by the following equations:

Inside the circle of contact:
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Outside the circle of contact:
2

a „ (1 - 2v)a

3r

[3.3]

where a is the radius of the projected area of contact and v is Poisson's ratio (v = 0.17 for
unoxidised IMl-24 graphite). Figure 3.2b shows that the compressive stress beneath the indentor
decreases in the radial direction and then becomes a tensile stress with a maximum value of
a r= (1 - 2v)Oo/3 when a = r. The tensile stress then decays to less than 0.05 of the maximum tensile
stress at r ~ 4.7 mm. Thus, Figure 3.2b suggests that the sample radius (9.5 mm) is sufficiently large
to avoid the occurrence of any edge effects on the radial stress distribution.
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Figure 3.2a & b : Stress Distributions calculated using Hertzian contact mechanics.
Sphere radius R = 3mm; Po = 140 MPa. a, radius of projected area of contact 2.45mm.
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Figure 3.3 : The effect of sample thickness on blunt indentation failure load
for unoxidised EM 1-24 graphite.

It should be noted that many of the assumptions on which classical Hertzian contact mechanics are
based do not apply to nuclear graphites. These include the assumptions that the material is an
isotropic elastic continuum and that the indentation depth is small in relation to the radius of the
sphere. However, the comparison of Figures 3.2a and Figure 3.3 suggests that Hertzian contact
mechanics provide a useful first approximation to an analysis of blunt indentation of graphite.

3.2. Qualitative features of blunt indentation and fracture

3.2.1. Unoxidised graphites
Figure 3.4a-c shows progressive polishing of the contact area surface of unoxidised IMl-24 graphite
after various indentation cycles (each cycle was: load to 1.5kN and then unload). The progressive
polishing is caused by the relative motion of indentor and test piece during the loading cycle. The
polishing occurs because graphite shears easily and small quantities of the material are smeared
across the contact area. Progressive damage to the surface and bulk of the material also occurs, with
material starting to spall off after 15 to 20 cycles. The damage zone beneath the contact area also
becomes more pronounced with cracks propagating through porosity (see below).
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(a). 1 Cycle (b). 5 Cycles

(c). 15 Cycles
Figure 3.4a-c : Surface polishing of unoxidised, IM1-24 graphite by cyclic indentation

(One cycle is load to 1.5kN then unload).

On failure of an unoxidised graphite test piece under indentation loading, a cone shaped piece of
graphite is always ejected from just below the indentor (figure 3.5a), and ultimately the sample
fractures, generally producing three approximately equal pieces, i.e.. the principal radial cracks are at
-120° intervals (figure 3.5b).

Transverse sections of the damage zone, Figure 3.6a, show that the crack path was initiated at the
edge of the indentation and descended to a point beneath the centre of the contact. By contrast,
classical Hertzian theory predicts (and indentation experiments on glasses show [6]) the formation of
a divergent cone crack, Figure 3.6b, initiated at the point of maximum tensile stress (Figure 3.2b). In
graphite, the cone is inverted (convergent) in comparison to the Hertzian case (Figure 3.6c). The
crack is also initiated close to the point of maximum tensile stress, but then it propagates through a
compressive damage zone by linking porosity and by traversing around Gilsocarbon filler particles,
Fisure 3.6a. This illustrates a limitation of Hertzian contact mechanics when applied to
heterogeneous materials such as nuclear graphites.

(a) Cross section of
an indentation.

(b) The surface of
an indentation.

Figure 3.5a&b : Morphology of unoxidised, IM1-24 graphite after fracture under indentation
loadina. Note the missing cone of material that has been ejected during fracture and the principal

radial cracks at -120° intervals.
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Figure 3.6. a: The damage zone in unoxidised IMl-24 graphite after indentation; the contrast of the
crack path has been computer enhanced; b,c: a comparison of the classical Hertzian cone crack and

the crack path in unoxidised IMl-24 graphite .

3.2.2. Highly oxidised graphites
Transverse sections of highly oxidised IMl-24 graphite (weight loss > 40%) after indentation, Figure
3.7, no longer show a distinct crack path. The indentation is much deeper than in the case of the
unoxidised graphite and there is a region of crushed debris beneath the indentation. Figure 3.7b
presents a schematic of the indentation for comparison with the unoxidised graphite. Figure 3.6c.
This comparsion shows that there are two different modes of failure of IMl-24 graphite under
indentation loading, depending upon the the extent of porosity.

3.3. Quantitative measurements
Figure 3.8a presents the output data from the indentation apparatus. Figure 2.1, in the form: load
versus displacement For the unoxidised IMl-24 graphite, the load rises smoothly to fracture at
~3.3kN and a displacement of - 1.25mm; the fracture is catastrophic, the graphite is shattered usually
into three pieces (see Figure 3.5b) and there is a sharp reduction in load. For the graphite oxidised to
40% weight loss, the maximum load is -0.5kN at a displacement of ~ 1.04mm, showing that the
graphite is substantially weakened by oxidation to 40%weight loss. Failure is more progressive than
is the case for the unoxidised specimen, with the broken pieces of graphite being pushed apart.

The compressive stress, cc, under the indentator can be calculated from ac = UnDt, where L is the
measured load and ftDt is the area of contact of the indentor; D is the diameter of the indentor and t
is the depth of indentation. [Note that nDt is not the projected area used in the Hertz equations.]
For unoxidised IMl-24 graphite, Figure 3.8b, the compressive stress that initiates failure
(-130 MPa) is much higher than a conventionally determined value of compressive strength for this
material (~ 72MPa) [7], This is because under indentation loading, fracture is initiated close to the
region of maximum tensile stress at the outside edge of the indentation. The value of maximum
tensile stress calculated from Hertzian analysis using Equations 3.2 and 3.3 (Figure 3.2b) is 30 MPa
which is much higher than the conventional tensile strength (14MPa [7]) for unoxidised EM 1-24
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Figure 3.7 : a, Indentation of highly porous IM1-24 graphite (-40% weight loss),
b, a schematic of the indentation showing the main features, cf. Figure 3.6c.

(14MPa [7]) for unoxidised IM1-24 graphite. This discrepancy may be attributed to the limitations of
Hertzian contact mechanics when applied to nuclear graphites.

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
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1.2 1.4 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
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1.2 1.4

Figure 3.8a&b : Indentation load and compressive stress versus displacement for unoxidised and
oxidised EM 1-24 graphite.

3.4. The effects of thermal oxidation on indentation fracture
Figure 3.9 presents the variation of compressive fracture stress under indentation loading, ccf, for
thermally oxidised IM1-24 graphite, as a function of fractional weight loss, x, where x = Aw/w0,
where Aw is the weight loss after oxidation and w0 is the original weight of the unoxidised graphite.
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This curve is similar in shape to those reported previously for the reduction of conventional
mechanical properties of nuclear graphites subject to thermal and radiolytic oxidation [1].
Reductions in mechanical properties of nuclear graphites have been fitted to empirical equations such
as S/So = exp-[Bx], where S is the property of a graphite oxidised to fractional weight loss, x, So is
the property of unoxidised graphite, and B is a constant. Kelly et al [2] showed that the reduction in
conventional compressive strength of IMl-24 graphite with radiolytic oxidation is given by:
a/Go = exp-[4.0x] [3.4]
A similar exponential equation of the form
Ocf/Oo = exp-[5.2x] [3.5]
was fitted to the indentation stress data in Figure 3.9. These results show that the effects of thermal
oxidation on indentation fracture stress, oCf , are more severe than those of radiolytic oxidation on
conventional strength. Similar differences between thermal and radiolytic oxidation have been noted
before and have been attributed to the development of microcracks in thermal oxidation rather than
the more equiaxed pores produced in radiolytic oxidation [8].
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Figure 3.9 : The effect of thermal oxidation on compressive fracture stress,oCf, of IMl-24 graphite
under indentation loading.

4. Conclusions

Blunt indentation of unoxidised IMl-24 graphite initiates crack propagation close to the region of
maximum tensile stress at the edge of the indentation. Cracks propagate in the compressive stress
field and converge to form a cone of material. The cracks link pores and traverse around filler
particles. Failure is catastrophic, typically forming three pieces of graphite and ejecting the cone
referred to above. The failure mode under indentation loading for highly oxidised IMl-24 graphite
(weight loss > 40%) is different from that for the unoxidised graphite. There is no longer a distinct
crack path, the indentation is much deeper than in the case of the unoxidised graphite, and there is a
region of crushed debris beneath the indentation, producing a crater-like structure. The reduction in
the compessive fracture stress, aCf, under indentation loading with increasing fractional weight loss
on oxidation, x, can be fitted to oc{/ Oo = exp-[5.2x] where a0 is the compressive fracture stress of
the unoxidised graphite. This indicates that the effect of thermal oxidation on indentation fracture
stress is more severe than the effects of radioytic oxidation on conventional strengths of nuclear
graphites.
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